Biology, Physical Sciences & Mathematics, Cluster #1

- Assistant Superintendent/Vice President of Instruction: Jason Curtis, Ph.D.
- Supported by Office of Instruction Specialist & Instructional Specialist
- Dean of Instruction – STEM Biology, Physical Science, & Math Cluster #1: Erin Naegle, Ph.D.
  - Division Chair, Biology: Elizabeth Lobo
    - Division Assistant, Biology & Physical Sciences: Melissa Swagger
    - Biology Lab Tech: April Anderson
    - Biology Lab Tech: Cheyenne Winn
  - Division Chair, Physical Sciences: Bret Clark
    - Division Assistant, Biology & Physical Sciences: Melissa Swagger
    - Physical Sciences Lab Tech: Heather McElroy
    - Physical Sciences Lab Tech: Mark Sparlin
    - Physical Sciences Lab Tech: Maggie Li
    - Physical Sciences Lab Tech: Melissa Sparlin
  - Division Chair, Mathematics
    - Division Assistant, Mathematics: Fatma Shihadeh
- MESA Director: Sara Sánchez
- North County Coordinators: Jodi Myer, Chris Machado & Sean Boling
- Guided Pathways Coordinator: Michaela McLaughlin